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Chapter 1
Emma and Rachel were enjoying a delicious
chocolate ice-cream on a sunny day at the plaza
in Weatherbury, when they suddenly noticed a
gleaming light.
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It looked like the gleaming light was hiding a
secret.

Dropping their ice-cream they followed the light
which led them to some fairy dust.
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Fairy dust is a trail which fairies leave behind!

This meant there were fairies nearby!

Following the fairy dust they soon reached a
huge spooky castle.The name mentioned was
Jack-O-Land.
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Chapter 2
“Jack-O-Land...”,  Rachel exclaimed “A castle…..this
huge ??”
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“This looks really spooky,” whispered Emma.

As they sneakily tiptoed
into the castle they could
hear someone crying and
asking for help.

“Look there,” said Rachel
“A tiny fairy, looks like
she is trapped.”

“Let’s help her”,
whispered Emma and they both crawled to her!
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Chapter 3

While approaching the
trapped fairy in the
castle the girls heard a
strange voice.

They suddenly saw an
ugly looking troll with a
pointed and weird nose.
His ears were long while
his teeth were ghastly.

He had a staff with a glowing globe on the top.
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“Looks like he has some magical powers”,
whispered Rachel.

“Jack, You’re cruel….I won’t give up my powers to
you!” shouted the fairy to him.

Emma mumbled to Rachel “I thought fairies
weren’t real.”

Jack smirked, “HaHaHa… Now you are in my trap
and I will destroy your Fairyland if you don't give
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me your powers.  I'll give you a few hours to
think !”
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Chapter 4
As Jack left the place, Emma and Rachel gently
crawled to the fairy.

They asked her how she got trapped and how
they could help her to get free.
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The fairy was filled with joy to see that she had
both the girls to help her.

She started to sob and told her story.

“I am Blissa, a Comfort Fairy. Jack is a cruel
goblin, who has the power to shape shift and
teleport”, she said.

“He teleported to our
Fairyland and disguised
himself as a fairy asking for
some help. When I followed
him to this castle, he
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trapped me in this magical cage”, explained Blissa.

“But why would he do that?'' asked Emma.

“He wants to destroy our beautiful home and
take our powers away to use them for bad
things” , said Blissa.
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Chapter 5
“Is there any way to help you escape ?” asked
Rachel.

Blissa revealed “All Jack’s powers are in the globe
of his tall staff. If you can somehow take that
globe and give it to me, I can destroy it and
change Jack into a fairy.

Blissa continued -
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“Years ago, Jack was cursed. Since then he has
been using his powers for bad. By destroying the
globe I can remove his curse and he can be
turned back as a good fairy of Fairyland.”

The girls realised they must rescue Blissa and
help her free Jack from his curse.

Rachel , Emma  and Blissa planned the escape
together.
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Before Jack entered the castle, Blissa had turned
Rachel into a small fairy who looked exactly like
her.

Now the plan was in action.
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Chapter 6

“How come I have two trapped fairies who look
the same. Which one of you is BLISSA…? Tell me
or I’ll kill both of you!” shouted Jack.
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While Jack was confused , Emma jumped into
action.

She sneaked past Jack to steal the globe from
the staff and hid behind the original Blissa as
planned.
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From her cage, Blissa swiped her wand to cast a
spell which destroyed the globe and Jack yelled
and howled for help!
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Chapter 7

As Jack was burning he transformed into a fairy.
He was now free from the curse.

This was the birth of new Jack, the Protector
Fairy.
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“Thank you Blissa,” said Jack as his curse was
broken. He then cast a good spell to free Blissa.

Blissa and Jack then thanked the girls for saving
them and Fairyland.
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Chapter 8

“I couldn’t have done it without you , Rachel and
Emma”, said Blissa.

Rachel asked “Hey Blissa, what powers do you
have?”.
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Blissa replied “I am a Comfort Fairy. I can create
illusions to comfort people!”

“That is cool,”Emma exclaimed.

They finally arrived at Emma ‘s house , and all of
them had hot chocolate and marshmallows.

“That was a long day!” said Rachel.

Now it was time to part with both Jack and Blissa.

They wished each other good luck and promised
to meet again when in need.

Jack finally realised that the root of all evil is
abuse of power.
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As the fairies left, Emma and Rachel thought of
having another soothing sundae to celebrate…

Until their next adventure...
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